
Rosemont’s Stellar 
SPEECH & DEBATE Club! 
By Clare Buchanan 

This year has been a year filled with trophies, medals, and 

victories for Rosemont’s Speech and Debate Club. 
Students debated through Congress, Lincoln Douglas, 
Public Forum, and Spar. Speech students competed 
through Original Oratory, Impromptu, and Storytelling.  
 
 

Ellin Manoukian said Principios, one of the tournaments she competed in, “was really fun because we got to 
compete against other middle schoolers.” Rosemont students drove to colleges and high schools from all over 
to compete with other students their age.  

Henri Gang won second place in Congress along with Clare Buchanan, winning fourth place. Lucy 
Rickey was a finalist in Spar at Principios along with Lauren Curtis winning fourth in Congress. Rosalia Park won 
first place in Novice Impromptu, a speech event. This is only a handful of awards the Speech and Debate club 
has won.  

Coaches from CV wrap up this year by helping students prepare for upcoming tournaments. The two 
major events are Wolfclub at Claremont High school, and a Speech tournament at CSU Fullerton. Students 
have been working hard all year, and their hard work has paid off. They have won more than eight medals and 
ten trophies this year.    
 

Speech & Debate team having some fun 

 

Steven Carris was honored with a tree dedication at Valley View Elementary 
School for winning the 2016 District "I Love My Neighborhood" poster 
contest.  The winning art work was placed on 13,000 current "Thursday 
Folders" for our elementary schools. Read more about Steven on page 3 
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Speech & Debate team winners from the 
Communication Arts League Tournament 

competition. 
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CHEER SQUAD AT THE 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
By Audrey Shaverdian 

If they’re not cheering for Rosemont middle 

school, that doesn’t mean they’re not cheering 
at all. This year, the Rosemont cheer squad 
supported the Special Olympics, as they have 
done every year for the last three years. Thirty 
Spartan cheerleaders participated in the event 
this year. The Rosemont cheerleaders are 
involved in supporting the community and they 
especially enjoyed supporting the Special 
Olympics.  

On the night of April 13th, the 
cheerleaders attended the Special Olympics 
pep rally. The pep rally was held at Montrose 
Church. The cheer squad kicked-off the event 
and welcomed the group of athletes and 
coaches. The cheerleaders performed some 
amazing cheers, impressing the crowd and 
special athletes.  

On April 14th, the Special Olympics were 
held at Crescenta Valley High School. The 
cheerleaders encouraged and cheered on the 
athletes with signs, posters, and cheer 
routines. Eighth grade cheerleader Whitney 
Noh attended the event and said, “It felt 
special to be able to cheer for these talented 
athletes. It’s nice to see how thankful they are 
that we are cheering for them.” A great time 
was had by all and the Rosemont cheer squad 
once again showed their Spartan spirit     
 

May Music News By Isabelle Wang 

The school year is almost over, but Rosemont’s music 

department still has two more concerts in May. The first 
one is the Rosemont Bowl XXIII on Saturday, May 19. This 
concert is patterned after the Hollywood Bowl and will be 
even more exciting! The theme this year is Movies/World.  
Challenging songs from famous movies and around the 
world will be performed. Drumline, Concert Band, 
Advanced Strings, Jazz Band, and Advanced Chorus will 
perform, as well as some students in a trumpet trio and a 
Mariachi band, which is a type of Mexican band. The 
concert will also feature dancers from the Korean Dance 
Institute and a professional harpist!  

The Rosemont Bowl is open to everyone, and 
admission is only $5 for adults and $3 for students and 
seniors. Box seats might also still be available. They cost 
$65 and include admission for four, seats in the middle of 
the amphitheater, and dinner. The concert starts at 6 pm in 
the amphitheater, with Drumline playing from 5:45 to 6. 
People are welcome to come earlier with their dinner, then 
watch and listen to the performance. The Rosemont Bowl is 
a “beautiful evening” that creates a “sense of community in 
the Glendale-La Crescenta area,” says Mr. Yonkers.  

The second concert is the Ensemble Concert on 
Thursday, May 24, in the gym. Rosemont’s Wind Ensemble 
and String Ensemble will play in this concert. They will 
perform harder music than ever as Mr. Yonkers prepares 
them for the advanced music groups and high school music. 
“I think [Mr.Yonkers] has helped us to work together as an 
orchestra,” says Kelly Fung, who is in String Ensemble. The 
Rosemont Bowl and the Ensemble Concert are sure to 
impress and delight the audience. 
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QUIZ: Are You A 
Responsible Person? 
 By Lena Moon 
 

1. If a friend asked you to hold on to something for them, 
you would: 
a. probably lose it 
b. throw it away 
c. protect it the best you could 
d. put it in your backpack and hope you don’t lose it. 
 
2. If you had a lot of homework, you would: 
a. just leave it alone 
b. find a way to get rid of it 
c. work diligently to finish it 
d. finish half of it at home and hope you get the rest 
finished at school the next day 
 
3. Do you get to class on time? 
a. not really 
b. never 
c. yes, I’m always on time and ready to start the day 
d. most of the time 
 
 4. Are you honest when you do something wrong? 
a. rarely 
b. no, I always blame it on someone or something else 
c. of course! 
d. depends on the situation 
 
5. Is it important to be responsible? 
a. I don’t think so; I don’t see its importance 
b. psh, who needs responsibility? 
c. definitely, it is very important to have responsibility 
d. sure, I guess so 

Answer Key: 
If you chose mostly A’s… you’re not really responsible and 
may not understand why people care about it so much. 
If you chose mostly B’s… you don’t really think that 
responsibility has any value. It almost seems like you want 
people to think you’re irresponsible. 
If you chose mostly C’s… responsibility is very important to 
you and it’s obvious you try really hard to be an excellent 
example of a responsible Spartan. 
If you chose mostly D’s… you consider responsibility 
important, but do not follow through with it every time. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SPARTAN SPOTLIGHT 
By Eileen Lee 

Get set. GO!! Steven Carris is dashing 

through his school year. As a seventh 
grader, he is determined to make as many 
memories as possible. Steven has become 
involved in many Rosemont activities, such 
as CJSF, the ACT club, Jazz Band, Track and 
Field, and Cross Country. He joined CJSF 
because he wants to help out with the 
school and the community, but he also 
wanted to go on the Disneyland trip too. 
Steven enjoys running because it makes 
him feel free. So when he heard that 
students could join teams to run, he knew 
that joining Track and Field and Cross 
Country was a great choice for him. He 
even won two ribbons at the Track and 
Field meet! Since Steven plays the 
saxophone in Wind Ensemble class and the 
Jazz Band, an afterschool club where music 
lovers can assemble and practice some 
music pieces together. Led by Mr. Yonkers, 
the Jazz Band musicians have put on many 
performances showing the school how 
much they learned.  

Steven is the youngest in his family 
of four, five including his dog, a 13-year-old 
Yorkshire terrier named Pepper. He also 
has a brother named Brandon, a 10th 
grader at C.V. High School. Steven was 
born in the year of the monkey, so his 
favorite animal is a monkey! He loves the 
color yellow because the color is bright, 
sunny, and gives off a happy vibe. It also 
reminds him of happy times.  

Whenever he has free time, Steven 
either delves into the adventures found in 
a book or he draws. Both parents are 
talented artists, so he also wants to 
become an artist. He aspires to go to 
Princeton University, located in New 
Jersey, because of the beautiful campus 
and the fact that it is a top rated school. 
With all this talent and lofty aspirations, 
Steven is showing that he is an amazing 
Spartan.
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Soccer Spartans Sink Toll  By Norah Leininger 
On March 18, the boys and girls soccer teams played their first game of the season against Toll Middle School. 

Both teams did very well outscoring their opponents and winning their game. The boys scored 2 goals (one in 
the first half and one in the second half). The girls scored 7 goals (5 in the first half and 2 in the second). Both 
teams conceded 0 goals against Toll.  

The girls team really wanted to win. They came onto the field swinging. The first and second goals of 
the game were scored by Sydney Esquival. Then, Natalie Baktchedjian passed to Olivia Peraza, who was wide 
open in the box. Olivia scored making it 3-0. Sometime later, Norah Leininger went down in the box. Emily Cha 
took the penalty, and scored. The last goal of the half was scored by Rachel Park. It was 5-0 heading into the 
second half.  The first goal of the second half was scored by Kaisa Lindman Marshall. Lauren Graves had taken 
a corner kick and put it near the back post. Kaisa headed the ball and scored. The last goal was scored by Sofia 
Lopez. She got the ball about 10 yards away from the box. She shot, and scored. Coach Robert Parada said, “I 
am very proud of (these girls). Now let’s win the next one!” The final was 7-0 Rosemont. 

The boys game was a lot more competitive. Jager Wyss scored in the beginning of the game. The ball 
had bounced off the goalies hand and he scored. There was a lot of time between the goals. There wasn't 
another one until the second half. In the second half, Brandon Koch was found open near the box. He shot, and 
scored. It was very competitive for the remainder of the game. The final was 2-0 Rosemont. 
 

SUMMER CROSSWORD PUZZLE 

   By Karina Fischman                                                                Answer key on Page 7 
Talented 

Contestant 
By Lily Hinkle 

Rosemont student  
Emily Bramlett posing with her  

“Water is life” art contest entry. 
 

Another example 

of why Rosemont 

ROCKS! 

 



COMEDY CORNER 
By Joyce Yoo 
 

Why do rabbits do so well at school? 
Answer: They are a great multiplication 
 

Why are people always tired in April? 
Answer: Because they just finished March 
 

What kind of jewelry do bunnies wear? 
Answer: 14 carrot gold 
 

What do you call a bunny with fleas? 
Answer: Bugs Bunny 
 

Why shouldn't you tell an Easter egg a good 
joke? 
Answer: It might crack up 
 

A man wanted to buy an Easter pet for his 
daughter. He looked at a baby chick and a 
baby duck. They were both very cute, but he 
decided to buy the chick. Why? 
Answer: It was a little cheeper! [cheaper] 
 

What kind of beans never grow in a garden? 
Answer: Jelly Beans 
 

Where does the Easter Bunny get his eggs? 
Answer: From an eggplant 
  
What can be seen in the middle of the months 
April and March, which cannot be seen in the 
beginning or end of either month? 
Answer: the letter r 
 
April showers bring Mayflowers, but what do 
Mayflowers bring? 
Answer: Pilgrims 
 
What spring flowers can be found on people’s 
faces? 
Answer: Two lips [tulips] 
 
How does the Easter Bunny paint all the Easter 
Eggs? 
Answer: He hires Santa's elves during the off 
season 
 
4riddles.com 
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BOOK REVIEW:  

Nightbird   
By Audrey Hill 
 

 Nightbird is a fantastic book by Alice Hoffman.  This 
book takes place in a town named Sidwell and is about a 
girl named Twig who has a family curse. The curse 
dictates that every man in her family will have wings.  
People throughout the town think that a monster lives 
there because of the mysterious graffiti everywhere and 
things disappearing. 
  Things get complicated when Twigs older brother, 
James, falls in love with their new neighbor. The couple 
met during the night but it put James at risking of being 
caught as the Sidwell monster. Then a red moon rises, 
giving Twig a chance to break the curse for her older 
brother and future generations of her family.  

This book is filled with adventure, excitement, 
surprise and mystery. Nightbird is one of my personal 
favorite books that I would be willing to read over and 
over again. I strongly recommend this book to anyone 
who is looking for a fascinating book to read and rate it 
five out of five stars. 
 

ROSEMONT 
SPARTANS COMPETE 
IN THE SPECIAL 
OLYMPIC GAMES 
 

These proud Spartans were true competitors at this year’s 
Special Olympic competition.  
 



CORRECTION 
In the February 2018 issue Talentpalooza article, 
it was stated incorrectly that Mrs. Rivera coined 
the name “Talentpalooza. The actual person that 
created the name was Tinashe Kachingwe.  
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FIND WHAT IS MISSING? By Adrianna Ismale                              Answer key on page 7 

    Original          What is missing from this picture?  

MOVIE REVIEW:  

The Isle of Dogs     By Chloe Choe 

Isle of Dogs is a brilliant stop-motion 

animated film directed by Wes Anderson. It 
just was released this year. The movie, Isle 
of Dogs revolves around the story of a boy, 
Atari Kobayashi, who goes in search of his 
dog, Spots, after the whole species is 
banished to an island due to an illness 
outbreak.  

The Atari went searching for Spots, 
with the assistance of a pack of newly-found 
mongrel friends. He begins an epic journey 
that will decide the fate and future of the 
entire city of Megasaki. Will they find Atari’s 
dog Spots and the cure for the canine flu or 
will they have an unhappy ending?  
  I would rate this film with 5 out of 5 
stars. This is a very well done stop-motion 
film and compared to all of the typical CGI 
animated films, watching Isle of Dogs was a 
beautiful experience. The story was well 
designed, and in my opinion, it was one of 
the best films of 2018. I would highly 
recommend that you head out to the movie 
theater and catch this great film while it is 
on the big screen. 
 

SUMMER WORDSEARCH 
By Phoebe Park                                                                Answer key on page 7 



Magical STEM  By Samuel Yang 
What do people get when they cross STEM with Disneyland 

Resort? The answer: A magical STEM field trip! On March 30th, a 
group of seventh and eighth graders went with the Rosemont 
science teachers to Disney California Adventure Park for a day to 
learn more about STEM. The field trip focused on learning about the 
use of physics, energy, motion, friction, force, velocity, and the Law 
of Conservation of Energy in creating the Disneyland Resort rides. 
The students also created design concepts for an attraction/ride 
that they thought of on their own, like a new rollercoaster design. 

The tour lasted three hours, so the Rosemont group also got 
to go on some rides for fun. “It was great! The kids had a lot of fun,” 
proclaimed Mrs. Inglish, the eighth grade science teacher who 
organized the trip. They also learned about g-forces, which are also 
known as gravity forces. They discussed possible careers associated 
with physics, and Newton’s first & third laws also were covered 
during the program.  

With the theme park as the students’ learning lab/workshop, 
they did amazing experiments that allowed them to test and 
compare the relationship between physics and the Disney California 
Adventure Park’s rides/attractions. Way to go, super smart 
Spartans! 
 

ANSWER KEY 
 

FINALLY OVER!  By Alex Dertavitian  
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Spartan Spotlight 

By Jadyn Kim 

Kaylie Sohn is a seventh grader here at 

Rosemont. Her hobbies are drawing and 
watching Netflix. She enjoys drawing because it 
makes her happy. She says she is best at making 
others laugh, and she enjoys their reaction to her 
actions or jokes. Kaylie aspires to be a counselor, 
therapist, or physiatrist because she wants to 
help people out of whatever problem they’re in. 
She claims a hotdog represents her because they 
are funny, and she likes making others laugh too. 

Kaylie says her greatest accomplishment 
is probably keeping a good grade in her classes, 
especially math. She also thinks that riding her 
first roller coaster was a big accomplishment. 
Kaylie also says she is most proud of keeping up 
her studying and her grades. Kaylie says, “I would 
describe myself as childish, immature, loud, and 
weird.”  

When Kaylie does things, she is usually 
motivated by her sister. Whenever her sister 
does something, Kaylie has the urge to do it a bit 
better. Kaylie was two siblings, an older sister in 
ninth grade, and a younger brother in third 
grade. During school, Kaylie is a part of the Got 
Faith club, and the Comics for Sake club. Kaylie is 
a talented artist, and she a kind and funny 
Spartan. 
 

 

 

 

  

Google Chatting  
with a Neuroscientist 
By Sophia Kachkeran 

Right before spring break on March 16th, Mrs. Inglish’s 

second and third period classes had an amazing video chat 
with Eric Jonas, a researcher at UC Berkley. Dr. Jonas has a 
Ph.D. in Neuroscience, a Master’s degree in Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science, a Bachelor’s degree in 
Science, Electrical engineering, and computer science, a 
Bachelor of Science degree in Brain and Cognitive Sciences. 
He is currently studying artificial intelligence. In short, Dr. 
Jonas is a very intelligent man! He even has his own website 
where he shares his research: www.ericjonas.com. He runs a 
blog and has his contact information on it if anyone has any 
questions about what he does. 

Mrs. Inglish met Dr. Jonas when they matched up on 
skypeascientist.com. She thought it would be a great 
opportunity for her students to have access to and be able to 
ask questions of Dr. Jonas via Google Chat. Since Dr. Jonas 
has done studies about how the sun affects the brain, it was 
a perfect opportunity for a lesson preview since the next 
class unit was about the sun. Before the call, Mrs. Inglish had 
asked her students to come up with questions and submit 
them. The questions were about all different kinds of things. 
Mrs. Inglish said “It was cool for me as a teacher to see all the 
different, wide spread of questions they had for him.” 

Neuroscience is the scientific study of the brain and 
nervous system, so when the students learned that, most of 
their questions ended up being about dreams. One of the 
questions was asked by Dr. Anderle.  He wanted to know 
what reoccurring dreams meant. Dr. Jonas explained that 
sometimes dreams that happen over and over is the brain 
trying to fix a scenario, approaching it in a bunch of different 
ways.  Dr. Jonas also studies artificial intelligence, and there 
were many questions concerning robots and whether they 
were going to replace people’s jobs or become smarter than 
humans. He explained that as far as he knows, that wouldn’t 
happen. Businesses have found ways to incorporate robots to 
make things go faster or smoother. For example robots 
replaced humans to assemble the cars faster, but they still 
need people to designs cars, operate the mechanics and 
write program for operating systems.  Overall, it was a great 
experience for the students and they were extremely lucky to 
have received such detailed insight from an admirable and 
intelligent man. 
 page 8 
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HONORING LIVES 
By Minseo Seo 

On March 14th, Spartans participated in a Die-In. A Die-In 

is a demonstration in which people lie down as if dead.  At 
Rosemont, students were demonstrating about the fact 
that it is possible to die at school. It took place on the one 
month anniversary of the Parkland shooting. The Die-In 
lasted for seventeen minutes to commemorate the 
seventeen lives lost that day.  

Two Rosemont Spartans, Roan Thibault and Lucy 
Rickey planned the event and are also planning for 
Rosemont’s involvement in the National Walkout. The 
National Walkout is a campaign for raising awareness 
about gun violence, specifically in schools. The campaign 
was started in response to the many recent school 
shootings. Schools will be participating nationwide.  

The walkout will take place on April 20th in 
remembrance of the 19th anniversary of the Columbine 
shooting. The plans for the Rosemont National Walkout 
event were being decided at the time of this printing.  
 

Spartans are ACTing 
By Sean Seraji 

Towards the end of the school year, 

Rosemont’s Against Cigarettes and Tobacco 
program, known as ACT, has been making 
significant contributions to ensure the 
prevention of cigarette and tobacco use. 
ACT is a large group of Rosemont students 
committed to learning about the harsh 
effects of cigarettes and tobacco to share 
with peers and our community. The ACT 
program was formerly known as ABCD, and 
decided to change its name to something 
more reasonable and understandable 
towards their approach.  

Recently, Rosemont’s ACT program 
has participated in creating educational DVD 
animations that show the harmful effects of 
cigarette and tobacco use. With the help of 
several animators, students created the 
DVDs and shared them with friends and 
family, and even with those who are trying 
to quit smoking. ACT has also begun 
preparations for next year’s Red Ribbon 
Week, where students stand up against drug 
and tobacco use. Additionally, a group of 
students in the ACT program have created a 
new version of the Mannequin Challenge, 
where peers would act as mannequins and 
perform poses to spread awareness of 
tobacco use. Some students have even 
created short songs and videos that tell the 
effects of cigarette, vape, and tobacco use. 
Mrs. Inglish, one of ACT’s program curators 
stated that, “Not only do the students learn 
the harmful effects of tobacco, but they also 
learn a real-life marketing experience.” 

Throughout the final weeks of school 
at Rosemont, select ACT program students 
will be touring 6th graders throughout the 
school in preparation for their seventh grade 
year. At the end of the year, ACT students 
will be celebrating their success by receiving 
a certificate and a special snack. This year’s 
ACT program students have worked very 
hard to ensure the safety of fellow peers 
and our community. 
 



 

  PTA Reflections 
Contest Winners! 
By Jasmine Banna 

Rosemont students were all called to participate 

in this year’s Reflection Contest and make an art 
piece based on the theme “Within Reach”. 
Students were then judged on their original work. 
This year, Rosemont students Megan Lee, and 
Nicholas Cabalo won first place in the categories 
literature and visual arts. Megan Lee will be going 
to nationals which is a very important 
achievement for Rosemont. No students previous 
to Megan have ever made it that far in the 
contest! First place winner in visual arts, Nicholas 
Cabalo made it to district, which is big 
accomplishment and students and teachers alike 
are very proud of him. Spartans are all very proud 
and overjoyed of how well Megan and Nicholas 
did. 

There are six categories students could 
choose to submit: dance/choreography, music 
composition, literature, and visual arts. Most 
Rosemont students submitted work from the 
literature, music, visual arts, and photography 
branches.  This year, we had as many as 75 
students submit their work to the competition, 
which is one of the highest amount of entries 
submitted in Rosemont’s history!  

However, there are others winners from 
visual arts, music, and literature branches. Some 
of these students include, from the literature 
branch, Seraphina Gang, Sabrina Spanty, and 
Sienna Hammond. From Visual Arts there was 
Heidy Hur, Yvalisse Ganzon, Seon-Jane Yoon, Bee 
Marnell, Sienna Nola-Karapetian, and Anisa 
Mamujee. Lastly, the music winners are Aydan 
Lockareff, Isabella Ramirez, and Ani Isaiants. Even 
though there were many students who won titles, 
there are many more who have not been listed. 
That however, does not mean they aren’t 
important to Rosemont, and their efforts were 
greatly appreciated and admired. The National 
PTA competition was a fun, exciting experience 
for all who participated this year, and Rosemont is 
so proud of all the winners and participants who 
entered this year.    
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ROSEMONT R.O.C.K.S. By Eun-Ju Chang 
Respect, Ownership, Cooperation, Kindness, Safety - these words should be familiar to every Spartan. They 

are the behavioral expectations that the Rosemont R.O.C.K.S. program teaches students to follow in order for 
Rosemont to remain one of the top schools in the Glendale Unified School District.  It prepares students by 
instilling the correct attitude that society expects from them. 

The R.O.C.K.S. program started three years ago when a group of teachers began going to trainings for 
P.B.I.S. (Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports).  The P.B.I.S. philosophy is an approach to creating a safe 
and productive learning environment where teachers can teach and all students can learn."  Mrs. Cole stated, 
“We wanted a system that focused on the positive behavior of our students.” This is why the R.O.C.K.S. wheel 
and tickets were invented. The PTA is helping to fund the program so that students can be awarded better 
R.O.C.K.S. prizes. 

Rosemont Staff and the PTA work very hard to set aside money for prizes, and they try their best to 
motivate students to do the right thing. Several teachers have surveyed students about what new prizes can be 
offered in an effort to keep the excitement up.  The main goal of the R.O.C.K.S. program, however, is to catch 
students doing something positive, even when they don't receive a prize for doing it. Rosemont ROCKS 
because students do the right thing even when no one is looking! 
 



 

A+ ADVICE  By Aidan Smith 
Advice from eighth grade students is something seventh grade students could use in preparing for the 

challenges of eighth grade. “Teachers will be nice to you if you’re nice to them. If you’re kind to others, they 

will be kind to you and you can easily make friends.” One eighth grade student advises incoming seventh grade 

students. Going into new classes at the beginning of the school year can be intimidating, so make friends with 

fellow classmates right away.  

Try to stay away from laziness and bad habits, such as procrastination, because it can lead to time 

management issues like forgetting to do homework or other things needed to be successful in school. 

Procrastination is something eighth grade students know all about and often regret doing once the progress 

reports go out. Holding off projects or homework until the last minute usually ends with the student wishing 

they hadn’t been so foolish.  

It is most important to stay focused and enjoy the classes and classmates in middle school. Having a 

positive attitude about being in school can help keep the excitement of learning information at the forefront. 

Eighth grade will be an adventure for those who believe in themselves and have a goal for the future. And 

don’t forget to reach out to a scared, new seventh grade student whenever possible. Everyone can use some 

friendly support and kindness, so show that Spartan Spirit! 

 

These wonderful Spartans showed great kindness to a new student and were rewarded by the Rosemont Staff. 
Way to go boys!  
 

ROSEMONT 

R.O.C.K.S. 


